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Why?Why?
•• Support to CDEM Groups / Lifeline Groups / Support to CDEM Groups / Lifeline Groups / 

SectorSector
–– Auckland Fuel Contingency PlanAuckland Fuel Contingency Plan
–– Canterbury Fuel Vulnerability StudyCanterbury Fuel Vulnerability Study
–– West Coast Fuel Storage StudyWest Coast Fuel Storage Study
–– MED OERSMED OERS

•• Perceived vulnerabilities in contingency planningPerceived vulnerabilities in contingency planning

•• Dependence and interdependence issuesDependence and interdependence issues

•• The Guide to the National CDEM PlanThe Guide to the National CDEM Plan

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Along with the responsible government agencies, MCDEM is engaging with the petroleum industry and regulatory bodies to develop contingency planning, or modify existing planning, that supports:
the petroleum industry to take co-ordinated action during an emergency that
affects distribution nationally or regionally to:
stabilise the situation as quickly as possible;
restore normal supply as quickly as possible through contingency
arrangements;
keep central government and regional CDEM Groups informed; and
keep other stakeholders and consumers informed.
the CDEM sector to:
respond in support of the welfare requirements of critical and vulnerable customers arising from an interruption to petroleum distribution;
provide logistical and other support to the petroleum and oil industry, if appropriate; and
support the contingency arrangements of the commercial sector to lessen social and economic impacts during long-term recovery outages or reduction in service.

A CDEM petroleum contingency plan is expected to cover the following steps for a major interruption to petroleum distribution:
confirmation of status of facilities, major assets and transport networks;
confirmation of stockholding by type and location;
an estimation of emergency demand levels;
liaison between the oil industry and the CDEM sector;
priority allocation to emergency services, lifeline utilities and critical facilities;
CDEM support to the oil industry and consumers for distribution;
processes for industry restoration of normal supply.





Planning Focus:Planning Focus:

Civil defence emergencies which impact Civil defence emergencies which impact 
on the on the distributiondistribution of petroleum products.of petroleum products.



ProcessProcess

•• OneOne--onon--One meetingsOne meetings
•• Workshop February 2009Workshop February 2009
•• Plan drafted Plan drafted –– circulated to working groupcirculated to working group
•• Feedback assessmentFeedback assessment
•• 22ndnd draft for wider consultation (end October)draft for wider consultation (end October)
•• 33rdrd draft approx February 2010draft approx February 2010



ContentsContents
•• Planning arrangements between CDEM and petroleum Planning arrangements between CDEM and petroleum 

sectorssectors

•• Fuel supply prioritisation modelFuel supply prioritisation model

•• Communications during emergenciesCommunications during emergencies

•• National CDEM support to fuel sectorNational CDEM support to fuel sector

ExclusionsExclusions
•• The NFCP will not:The NFCP will not:

–– Deal with petroleum Deal with petroleum ‘‘supplysupply’’ issues into New Zealandissues into New Zealand
–– Explicitly define CDEM/Petroleum sector responses on a regionExplicitly define CDEM/Petroleum sector responses on a region-- 

byby--region basisregion basis

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Scope
This project has the objective of producing a workable and functional plan to be used by Civil Defence Emergency Management and Petroleum Sectors in the event of a civil defence emergency which impacts on the distribution networks for petroleum products. It will also define a framework for planning requirements between the two sectors, including emergency and ‘peace-time’ contacts.
Additional elements will be:
Defined roles and responsibilities
Legislative frameworks
Triggers for response
Priority customers
National level CDEM support to the Petroleum Sector Coordinating Entities
Sector Coordinating Entity details

Exclusions
The NFCP will not:
Deal with petroleum ‘supply’ issues into New Zealand
Explicitly define CDEM/Petroleum sector responses on a region-by-region basis





Regional Planning Regional Planning 
ConsiderationsConsiderations

•• Specific impact / consequence based Specific impact / consequence based 
planningplanning

•• Regional CDEM Critical Customer list; Regional CDEM Critical Customer list; 

•• CDEM Group support to regional fuel CDEM Group support to regional fuel 
distribution networks.distribution networks.



Local Planning ArrangementsLocal Planning Arrangements

•• Priority Local routes / roadsPriority Local routes / roads

•• Service stations continuityService stations continuity

•• Service station securityService station security

•• Identifying local bulk distributorsIdentifying local bulk distributors

•• Local CDEM Critical Customer listLocal CDEM Critical Customer list

•• Local CDEM support to local fuel sectorLocal CDEM support to local fuel sector



Fuel Supply PrioritisationFuel Supply Prioritisation

•• LegislationLegislation
•• Straw Model (pulled apart)Straw Model (pulled apart)
•• Fuel controlFuel control
•• CDEM Critical Fuel CustomersCDEM Critical Fuel Customers

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Note: The use of escalating fuel prioritisation levels should be used to guarantee supply of fuel to all essential services and infrastructure. 




CDEM Critical Fuel CustomersCDEM Critical Fuel Customers

•• Emergency Services;Emergency Services;
•• Health care / hospital facilities;Health care / hospital facilities;
•• Welfare Agencies;Welfare Agencies;
•• Civil Defence Emergency Management;Civil Defence Emergency Management;
•• Lifeline Utilities;Lifeline Utilities;
•• Service Stations;Service Stations;
•• Military;Military;
•• Central Government; Central Government; 
•• Fast Moving Consumer Goods; andFast Moving Consumer Goods; and
•• Known critical contractors for the above listed categoriesKnown critical contractors for the above listed categories



Requisition?.........  Requisition?.........  

NO !!NO !!



Powers of DirectionPowers of Direction

Using S91 of the CDEM Act:Using S91 of the CDEM Act:

•• The Controller or a person acting under the The Controller or a person acting under the 
authority of the controller, officially:authority of the controller, officially:

–– Directs fuel companies to stop supplying customers as Directs fuel companies to stop supplying customers as 
per normal business arrangements; thenper normal business arrangements; then

–– Requests that fuel companies supply Requests that fuel companies supply ‘‘CDEM Critical CDEM Critical 
Fuel CustomersFuel Customers’’ as detailed [in the plan]as detailed [in the plan]

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The use of s91 of the CDEM act allows fuel companies to implement force majur on their commercial contracts, allowing for greater allocations to CDEM Critical Fuel Customers.




Presenter
Presentation Notes
Oil company response is always active regardless of the size of the event



AllocationAllocation

CDEM Critical CDEM Critical 
Fuel CustomersFuel Customers

Commercial Commercial 
CustomersCustomers



AllocationAllocation

CDEM Critical CDEM Critical 
Fuel CustomersFuel Customers

Commercial Commercial 
CustomersCustomers

5%5% 95%95%25%25% 75%75%50%50% 50%50%75%75% 25%25%100%100% 0%0%



RationingRationing

•• Oil Emergency Response Strategy (OERS) Oil Emergency Response Strategy (OERS) 

•• Extreme measureExtreme measure

•• Considerable time to implementConsiderable time to implement

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Discussion Paper: Options for Government Response to an Oil Supply Disruption
[Published 29 September 2006] 
This paper provides an outline of, and seeks feedback on, proposed aspects of an oil emergency response strategy for the purpose of assisting with its ongoing development. The measures proposed in this paper are not government policy.

When fuel supplies are threatened and public fuel usage remains high

The Oil Emergency Response Strategy
[Published 11 July 2008] 
Oil Emergency Response Strategy Government Response to an Oil Supply Disruption.
The measures contained in this strategy would only be considered in a severe oil supply disruption and only when an industry response is considered insufficient. This document outlines a range of measures designed to respond to varying types and degrees of supply disruptions. Only in the most severe and prolonged situations would measures such as allocation rationing be considered. 

Fuel rationing is only used when additional controls are needed to ensure continuation of supply to the public. Implementing rationing schemes takes considerable time and is heavily reliant on communicating with the public at large.

Rationing of fuel for public use is an extreme measure - not be needed for most civil defence emergencies. 

Public fuel rationing is only to be used when fuel supplies are severely threatened and public requirements for fuel usage remain high.

Note: The use of escalating fuel prioritisation levels should be used to guarantee supply of fuel to all essential services and infrastructure. 

The Minister for Energy holds the authority to approve legislated rationing schemes under the IEA Act 1976 and the Petroleum Demand Restraint Act 1981. Such legislation may only be introduced during, and for the purposes of dealing with a specific oil emergency.




Accessing RationingAccessing Rationing

NCMCNCMC

AssessmentAssessment
Fuel 

Companies
MED 

Officials

Minister of EnergyMinister of Energy

CDEM Group 
Controller & 

LUC

Fuel 
Companies

Regional need Regional need 
for rationing for rationing 

identifiedidentified

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Regional CDEM Group determined by with LUC and Fuel Companies

CDEM Group Controller requests use of regional rationing to the National CDEM Controller

National Controller makes request to the Minister of Energy (via MED)

Following Ministerial approval, MED will enact regional fuel rationing as detailed in the OERS




Sector CoordinationSector Coordination

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Perceived difference between an operational SCE for disruption to distribution 


And

NESO for supply impacts

The objectives include:
Effective management of emergency’s that impact national fuel infrastructure and distribution
The mitigation of threats to national fuel infrastructure and distribution
Keep government informed of the developing situation
Support other CDEM sectors 

Coastal Oil Logistics Ltd (COLL)
New Zealand Refining Company Ltd
Mobil Oil New Zealand Ltd
Shell New Zealand Ltd
Chevron (Caltex)
BP Oil New Zealand
Gull Petroleum New Zealand
Ministry of Civil Defence & Emergency Management 

Chair
NCMC Lifeline Utility Coordinator (national event); or
GEOC Lifeline Utility Coordinator (regional event).



National CDEM support to National CDEM support to 
the Petroleum Sectorthe Petroleum Sector

•• Terminal Volume MonitoringTerminal Volume Monitoring

•• Logistics SupportLogistics Support

•• Public Information ManagementPublic Information Management

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Terminal Volume Monitoring
The NCMC will seek details of terminal fuel stocks around the country from COLL.
COLL and fuel companies are to report estimated depletion time frames for available stock within the affected area based on normal operations and reports of current customer demand/behaviour. 
This information will be used to concur with NZRC regarding current and planned fuel runs.
The NCMC and the Fuel SCE will determine re-supply options (such as re-routing fuel stock from unaffected locations.


Logistics Support
The NCMC will facilitate logistics support as may be required, and as appropriate, to fuel companies to ensure fuel stock supplies reach affected regions of country.


Public Information Management
During civil defence emergencies of national significance, the NCMC Public Information Management team will include key messages about fuel, as required, in public releases.NCMC PIM will coordinate with fuel company PIM and the All-of-Government Communications Group to ensure that consist messages are being released by all parties.




Next Steps?Next Steps?

Local

Municipal

Regional

Group

National

Informing

Supportin
g &

being Informed

International

Reputation &

Confidence

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Local Problems = Local solutions

Based on 
Social science – on recovery
Common sense – small to big



Questions?Questions?
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